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A FAST ALGORITHM TO DECIDE ON THE EQUIVALENCE
OF STATELESS DPDA (*)
by Didier CAUCAL (*)
Communïcated by J. E. PIN

Abstract. - We give an algorithm to décidé the équivalence of stateless dpda with acceptance on
stack letters. This algorithm is polynomial in time and space in the valuation and the length of
description of the compared automata, and exponential in the length of description, instead of the
double exponential complexity of Oyamaguchi and Honda's algorithm.
Résumé. - On présente un algorithme pour décider de l'équivalence des automates à pile
déterministes sans état (ou un seul état) et avec acceptation sur des lettres de pile. La complexité
en temps et en espace de cet algorithme est polynomiale selon la valuation et la longueur des
automates comparés, et exponentielle selon la longueur de description, au lieu de la complexité
double exponentielle de l'algorithme de Oyamaguchi et Honda.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is devoted to the équivalence of stateless dpda accepting by
spécifie letters occuring on the top of stack. The problem is to décide whether
two such automata recognize the same language. Oyamaguchi and Honda [9]
solve it by an algorithm having double exponential complexity in time and
space. Their algorithm uses Yaliant's method [11, 12], L e. given two automata,
it builds a third one simulating their product, which recognizes the empty
language if and only if they are equivalent.
To solve this problem efficiently, we begin (in Section 1) by reducing it
linearly to the same one for two stateless dpda, having exactly one s-transition
£

of the form E-+z, and whose acceptance test is the présence of E on the top
of the stack.

(*) Submitted November 1990, final version June 1992.
l1) I.R.I.S.A., Campus de Beauîieu, 35042 Rennes, France, E-mail: caucal@irisa.fr
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We then give (in Section 2) an efficient algorithm to décide the équivalence
of two even more restricted automata: they are deterministic, stateless,
without 8-transition and their acceptance test is the empty stack; they correspond to simple grammars [7]. This algorithm (already given in [2]) uses a
branching method [7, 8, 6, 10], Le. it builds a finite tree the nodes of which
are labelled by two non-terminal words, and the root by the two axioms.
We show that the complexity of this algorithm is O (n3. v) where n is the
size of the compared grammars, and v is the greatest valuation of the nonterminals (the valuation of a non-terminal is the shortest length of the
generated words). This valuation is bounded above by an exponential function
in the size of the grammars.
Finally (in Section 3) we solve the initial problem by an algorithm using
the former one, and building also a finite décision tree. lts complexity is
O (n8 . v2) where n is the size of the compared automata, and v is the greatest
finite valuation of the stack letters.
1. A REDUCTION OF STATELESS DPDA EQUIVALENCE
In this section, we recall the notion of stateless dpda and the associated
équivalence problem; then we show that this problem can be restricted to a
subset of the stateless dpda.
If a pda has only one state, then this state can be omitted; we say it is a
stateless pda. With every stateless automaton is associated a subset of stack
letters, called accepting letters, so that a word is accepted by the automaton,
if after reading it, the latter on top of stack is of accepting. Two stateless
pda are equivalent if they accept the same language. In this section, we
translate the équivalence décision for the class C of stateless dpda into the
équivalence décision for the class Coc=C of stateless dpda with only one
8-transition E -* e where E is the only accepting letter. To express formally
this result, we recall the following définitions.
The class C of stateless dpda on the alphabet E is the set of quadruples
(X, A, A09 Xo) where
(a) X is the stack alphabet, disjoint of S
(b) A is the transition function of l x (E U {£ }) -» X* such that
(A9 fl)eDom(A) A a e E

=> (A, s) £ Dom (A)

(c) AoeXis the bottom stack letter
(d) X0^X is a subset of stack letters, called accepting letters.
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To every automaton M=(X, A, Ao, Xo) of C, we associate the context-free
grammar

GM={(A,acL)\(A,a9*)eA}
of all transitions of M, with axiom Ao, the set X of non-terminals and the
set £ of terminals. The language L(M) accepted by M is defined as follows:

Two automata M and N of C are called equivalent if L{M) = L(N). The
équivalence problem in a class D^C is the decidability of the équivalence of
two automata in D. To solve this problem in C, we can restrict to the subset
Co of the automata (X, A, Ao, {E}) with initial stack word Ao, with only
one accepting letter E, and one e-transition (E, e, e).
PROPOSITION 1.1: We can transform in an effective and linear way, every
automaton in C into on equivalent automaton in C o .

Proof: Let M=(X, A, a0> Xo) be a dpda on S and E a symbol not in
S U X. We note u [v/A] the word constructed from the word u by replacing
each letter A by the word v. The construction of an automaton N in Co
equivalent to M is carried out in the four following steps:
(i) Let Nx be the set of stack letters A such that 8 is accepted by the
automaton (X, A, A, Xo), i.e,
N1 = {AeX\3a,

A^a

Aoc(l)eX o }.

GM

Then Xo g N1 £ X o U {A e X\ (A, s) e Dom (A)} and Nx is linearly constructible in the number # A of transitions. Let
AX = {(A9 a9 OL[EB/B\BeNl\{A,

a9 a ) e A }

be the set of transitions obtained from each transition (A, a, a) of A, by
writing in a the letter E before every letter in Nx. In the same way, we put
down a1 = a0[EB/B]BeNv The automaton

is equivalent to M.
vol. 27, n° 1, 1993
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(ü) Let N2 be the set of stack letters A such that the automaton (X, A, A)
empties its stack, L e.

{

\

}

So N2 ^ {AeX\(A, e) e Dom (A)} is linearly constructible in the size (length
of description) of A. Let
A2 = {(A, a, a[e/B]BeN2)\(A, a, ajeA, A

AfN2}

be the set of transitions obtained from each transition (A, a, a) of At for A
not in N2, by erasing in a all letters from N2- Also, we put ot2 = a 1 [^/
The automaton M2 = (X, A2 U {(E, £, s)}, <x2) {E}) is equivalent to Mx.
(iii) Let N3 be the set of stack letters in X— N2 for which only séquences
of e-moves can be performed, L e.

}
GM

So 7V3 £ {AeX\(A, 6)eDom(A)}-iV 2 is constructible from A2 in O(#A 2 ).
For each word a, we write [a] the greatest prefix of a in ( I U {E} — N3)*,
and we put down
A3 = {(A, a, [a]) | (A, a, a) e A2 A A $ N3 }

(hère a can be equal to e)

and a 3 = [a2]. The automaton M 3 = (X, A3 U {(E, e, é)}, a3, {E}) is equivalent to M2.
(iv) Let A4 be the set of transitions of A3 in Greibach normal form, Le,

lep

where ->

Ie

is a step of left rewriting according to the grammar GMy

Note that A4 is constructible from A3 in O(#A 3 ) but subject to a suitable
représentation (any right hand side a is an address séquence of memorized
factors). Furthermore, the automaton N=(X, A4 U [(E, s, e)}, a3, {E})eC0
and is equivalent to M3, therefore to M. •
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To décide équivalence in Co, we begin by solving it in the subset S of all
automata (X, A, Ao, {E}) in Co such that A0^E and for every transition
(A, a, a) of À, the axiom Ao does not occur in a, and E cannot appear in a
except in its last position, and only if A — Ao, i. e.
(A, a, a)eA A ie{\, . . ., | a | }
(i)^A

A

(a(i) = E => A^A0

A

f= |a|).

To every automaton M=(X, A, Ao, {E}) in S, we associate in a bi-univoque
way, the real-time stateless dpda /(M) = (X, ƒ (A), Ao) accepting L(M) by
empty stack, with
f(A)={(A9 a, *)eA\A*E

A A*A0}U

{(A09 a, *)\(AQ9 a, *E)eA}.

The grammars associated with these automata are the simple grammars (they
are redefined in the next section). In other term, the équivalence problem in
S is nothing else than the équivalence problem for simple grammars. We
solve it efficiently in the next section.

2. THE EQUIVALENCE OF SIMPLE GRAMMARS

In this section, we recall the notion of a simple grammar and the associated
équivalence problem. Then we solve this problem efficiently.
A simple grammar is a grammar in Greibach normal form and LL (1).
Korenjak and Hopcroft [7], Harrison [5] (among others), have given algorithms to décide the équivalence of simple grammars. Their complexities are
at least O (nv) where n is the global size of the compared grammars, and v is
the greatest valuation of the non-terminals. Hère, we décide the équivalence
of simple grammars by an algorithm (given in [2]) of complexity O(n3v).
We consider hère a context-free grammar as a fïnite relation G i l x j *
where X is an alphabet. The set NG = { A 13 a, A G a} of left members of G
is the alphabet of non-terminals of G; they will be denoted by upper-case
letters. The set TG={a(i)eX~NG\3A,
AG a A 1 ^ ï ^ | a | } of letters of
X~NG appearing in G is the alphabet of terminais of G; they will be denoted
by lower-case letters. A rewriting step according to G is denoted by ->• or
G

-•. For instance, every rule (A, a) G G can be written A-+a, which will be
our notation henceforth. The language L(G, a) of terminal words generated
vol. 27, n° 1, 1993
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by G from a is defined by

The valuation vG (a) of a word a according to G is the shortest length of the
words in L (G, a), i. e.
vG(a) = mm({öo}(j{\u\\ueL(G,a)}).
We say that G has a finite valuation if every non-terminal ^4 has a finite
valuation, i.e. L(G, A) is non-empty.
The équivalence problem in a class C of context-free grammars is to décide
the equality L (G, A) = L (H, B) for all grammars G and H in C and all nonterminals A and B in G and i / respectively. Given a context-free grammar G
of size n (length of description), we can construct in 0{n) the set
{AsNG\L(G, A) = 0} of non-terminals with infinité vaiation. Then, the
équivalence problem for every class is linearly reducible to the équivalence
problem for the subclass of grammars of finite valuation.
To every grammar G, we associate the équivalence = G on NG such that
oc = G P ifL(G, a) = L(G, P). A context-free grammar G is called simple if
(i) G is in Greibach normal form: all rules have the form
A -* a a where a e T and aeN*
(ii) Gis LL{\) : A->aot A A^afi
=> oc=p.
The équivalence problem for the simple grammars of finite valuation
reduces to deciding the équivalence of any two non-terminal words under
the équivalence = G where G is an arbitrary simple grammar of finite valuation. Indeed, given two simple grammars G and H of finite valuation, and
two non-terminals A of G and B of H, we suppose by renaming that the set
NG of non-terminals of G is disjoint from NH; the grammar K— G U H is
then simple, has a finite valuation, and L(G, A) = L(H, B) if and only if
A=KB:
From now on, G is a simple grammar of finite valuation, and all assertions
and notations will be relative to G unless stated otherwise. To décide if a ~ P,
we define a branching algorithm, that is to say we come down to décide
(recursively) if a finite number of équivalences yf = 8,- are all true. The latter
ones are deduced from a = p by two transformations TA and TB defined
below. The opération TA, called the left parallel dérivation and introduced
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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by Harrison [5], is a mapping of N* x JV* into its power set, and defïned by:

rA(o,P) = {(e,e)}

if a=p = e

^ ( a , P) = 0
if -n(VaeT, (3y, a - * a y ) ^ ( 3 5 , aS))
TA (a, p)= { (y, 8) 13 ae T9 a -> a y A p -> a 5 }
otherwise.
This transformation is applied if ot or P is reduced to one letter; else we
apply the transformation TB below. To every non-tèrminal A, we associate

a word Vsl{A) in L(G-rA) of minimal length, te. Val(A)eL(G, A) and
|Val(^)| = ïj(^4). The TB transformation, called the cutting transformation, is
a mapping of N+ x N+ into the powerset of iV* x N* and defined by

if

if

(u ( 5 ) ^ x; (A))

TB(Aa, B$) = 0

A(A^

Val (5)

Y) A

v(A)<v(B)

(y e N*)

otherwise.

The set of the so-obtained équivalences is organized as a tree with root
(oc, P), where every node labelled by (y, 5) has its successors labelled by the
équivalences obtained from one of the two transformations above. The tree
is expanded recursively in preorder (it is the lexicographie order on the
nodes). The base cases on (y, 5) are the following:
1) y = S : the équivalence is true
2) TA(y9 8) = 0 or TB(y9 S) = 0 : the équivalence is false
3) v(y)^v(8):

the équivalence is false.

The algorithm is formally described below. Considering that all halting
cases must succeed for the équivalence to be true, we stop the exécution as
soon as we meet a failure. Before developping a pair, we reduce it according
to a canonical (each word has a unique irreducible form) relation R computed
during the building of the tree.
procedure Décide (a, p) { R is a global variable initially empty}
(à) Two words having different valuations cannot be equivalent.
if V(CL)*V (P) then Halt(failure) endif
(b) We compute normal forms of a and P according to R, then we remove
the greatest common prefix.
vol. 27, n° 1, 1993
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P then
a <- the irreducible word reduced from a according to R
P <- the irreducible word reduced from p according to R
if a # p then (A/y, Xb) <- (ot, P) with | X | max.; (a, p) <r- (y, P) endif
endif

(c) If a or P is a non-terminal then we add (a, P) or (p, a) to R and we
apply TAi else we simply apply TB. If the application fails then the exécution
stops.
P then

if m i n ( | a | , | P ] ) > 1 then Q <- TB(% p) else

Q-^(a, p)
if | a | > 1 then (a, p) *- (P, a) endif
{{(Al{(P})\AR}U{(P)}
endif
if G = 0 t h e n Halt(failure) else
for every (y, 5) e Q do Décide (y, 8) endfor
endif
endif
endprocedure

Figures A and B describe the exécution trees in which the nodes are
labelled by the calling parameters. Furthermore, for clarity, if the réduction
step modifies the pair (oc, P) then the reduced pair is added to the tree. The
opérations TA, TB and the réduction are represented respectively by one line,
two lines and an arrow.
Let the following simple grammar: G={{A, a), (A, bABBBA), (B, aA\ (B, bBBBAB)}.
The algorithm applied to (AB, BA) builds the following tree:
{AB, BA)
/
(AA, B)
/

"
(jB;

\

(A9 A) (AB3A2, BZAB)

ï
9

AA)

(A2, A2)

{A , A9)
Therefore AB = BA and R={(B,

AA)}.
Figure A. — An équivalence case.
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Let thé following simple grammar:

G={(A, fl), (A, bACB\ (A, cBCAB), (B, a), (B, bBCA), (B, cADB\ (C, aB\ (D, aQ}.
The algorithm applied to (A, B) builds the following tree:

(e, e) (ACB, BCA) (BCAB, ADB)

i

ï

(BCB, BCB) (CBB, DB)
(CB, D)

{BB, BB)

Then A is not equivalent to B and R={(A, B), (D, CD)}.
Figure B. — A non-equivalence case.

Let us show that this algorithm décide the équivalence = .
2.1: The algorithm Décide (a, P) is well defined, always stops,
and returns f allure if and Ifa is not equivalent to (3.

PROPOSITION

To prove Proposition 2.1, we need some intermediate results. We begin
to establish some basic properties of = in relation to transformations. First,
the mapping TA is valid [5] in the following way:

To iterate the mapping TA, we extend it to every subset Q of JV* x JV* as
folio ws:
TA ( 0 = 0 if there exists (o, P) e Q9 TA (a, P) = 0
TA (Ô) = {0-, |x)|3 (a, P) e Q, (X, \i) e TA (a, P)} in the other case.
The study of the équivalence of a couple by iterating TA is expressed by the
lemma below.
LEMMA

2.2: ot=p o

VH, TA(OL,

P)^0.

Proof: =>: By induction and the validity of TA.
<=: If a is not equivalent to P then there exists a word u of minimal length
belonging to only one vthé languages L(G, a) and L(G, p). By symmetry of
a and P, we can suppose ueL(G, <x) — L(G, P). Let v be the greatest prefix
of u such that there exists 5 e TV* with P -^gvb. By définition of w, there exists
vol. 27, n° 1, 1993
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(y, 5)e7V 1 (oc, p) with oi^gvj.

^

l +1

(a, P) = 0 .

By définition of v, TA(y,b) = 0

hence

•

Lemma 2.2 gives a semi-decision procedure for the non équivalence.
We say that a binary relation R on TV* is closed by TA if 0 / 7^ (R)^R.
COROLLARY

2 . 3 : £aery relation closed by TA transformation is included

in =.

Proof: If 0^TA(R)^R
then by induction on n, 0^7^ t (X)g J R and by
Lemma 2.2, i ? ^ = .
•
A more gênerai condition than the closure by TA was given by Courcelle
[3], A set R of couples of non-terminal words is self-proving if the set TA(R)
of the couples obtained by TA transformation is non empty, and is included
in the smallest conguence contaning R, i. e.

Before extending Corollary 2.3 to self-proving relations, we establish that
every element of TA applied to the dérivation according to R is obtained by
dérivation according to RU TA(R).
LEMMA

2.4: Given a relation R such that TA(R)^0,
X

Proof: For TA(R)^0
that

we have

where S = R{JTA(R).

and S=R\JTA(R),

we verify by induction on n

It follows that the self-provability of a relation R corresponds to the closure
by TA of the smallest congruence containing R,
2.5: A relation R is self-proving if and only if <^> is closed by
transformation TA.

PROPOSITION

Proof: =>: Let R be a self-proving relation, i.e. 0 / TA(R) ^ <->.
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and by Lemma 2.4, we have

)

where

s

S=R{JTA(R).

So <-> = <-)- therefore <-• is closed by 7",.
SR

A

R

<=: Immédiate. •
From Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 2.5 follows the forthcoming corollary.
COROLLARY

2.6: Every self-proving relation is included in =.

As transformation TA9 the mapping TB is valid [5], that is to say for every
non empty non-terminal words oc and P, we have

The décision algorithm, constructs a fundamental relation R, that is to say a
binary relation on TV* verifying the following conditions:
(a) Dom (R) g N and lm (*) g (JV-Dom (R))*
(b) R is functional: if AR a and ^4i?P then oc =(3.
LEMMA

2.7: Given a fundamental relation R, we have
#R<#N

and -• ZJ canonical.

~

R

Proof: Let iî be a fundamental relation. From (b) and (a),
^ #Dom(i?)^ #7V. By (a), every dérivation according to R from
is of length at most | a |, so that -• is noetherian (of finite termination). As
R

Dom (R) g TV and R is functional, the relation -> is confluent. Finally -> is
canonical. •
Now, we are able to establish Proposition 2.1.
Pröö/ of Proposition 2.1: Let us consider the séquence (ai5 P£, Rdt^o °f
successive calling parameters of Décide with
(a0, po) = (a, P) and Ro = 0,
and such that if the step (b) (of réduction) of the algorithm applied to (ai9 pf)
gives a couple (À,, (x) distinct of (ai9 PJ, then (a i+1 , p £+1 , iî i + 1 ) = (^, \i9 R().
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(i) One vérifies by induction on i that the relation Rt is fundamental. By
Lemma 2.7 and for every /, #Rt^ #N. So, the total number of nodes whose
labels have been developped by TA is finite, and it follows that the séquence
(at, p,-, Ri)i>0 is finite. Hence, the algorithm is weil defined and always stops.
(ii) If a = P then by validity of TA and TB, we show by induction on / ^
that at-= p£. So the algorithm does not return a failure.
(iii) If the algorithm does not return a failure, we must prove that a = p.
Let R be the set of (ah P£) which has been expended by TA. By induction on
z^O, we have Rt<= <->. Let p be the last index of the séquence (ai5 p p Rt).
R

As the algorithm does not return a failure, otp = Pp, and by inverse induction
on i<p, we have a ^ P ; . In particular oc*-»P and 0^TA(R)^
R

R

<-•, Le. R is
R

self-proving. By Corollary 2.6, JR <= =then «-> <= =, hence a = p .

•

R

Let us compute the complexity of the algorithm applied to a pair of
non-terminals. Let n be the size of G, let v = max{v(A)\AeN}
be the
valuation of G, and || G || — max {|y||3y4, A-^y] the maximal length of the
right hand sides of G. Let us not that the maximal valuation of the calling
parameters is in O (|| G ||. v).
The cost of transformation TA is O ( # T(\\ G || + v)) and the number of pairs
developped by TA is at most #N. Hence the cost of all TA transformations is
O(#N. # 7 \ | | G | | + #N.#T.v).
Similarly, the cost of transformation TB is
O(||G||.u) and the number of pairs developped by TB is at most #N, hence
the cost of all TB transformations is O (#N. \\ G \\. v). The cost of a réduction
is O(||G||.z>) and the total number of calls is O(#N. #T). Hence the total
cost of the réductions is in O (#N. # T. \\ G ||. v). The construction of relation
R is O(#N2 .v). Finally, the complexity of the algorithm when applied to
non-terminals, is O(#N. #T.\\G\\.v) or O(n3.v). Since the valuation v is
O (|| G ||#Af), hence in O («"), we get the result
2.8: The équivalence problem of simple grammars is decidable by
an algorithm of complexity O {n3 v) or O (nn) where n is the size of the compared grammars, and v is the greatest finite valuation of the non-terminals.
THEOREM

This theorem is basic for building an efficient algorithm to décide on the
équivalence of stateless dpda, described in the next section.
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3. THE EQUIVALENCE OF STATELESS DPDA

In this section, we solve the équivalence problem of stateless dpda, by
means of a branching algorithm using the former one. The complexity of the
algorithm is polynomial in the size of the automata and in the greatest finite
valuation of the stack letters.
In section 1, we have reduced the équivalence problem in the class of the
stateless dpda to the one in the class Co of the stateless dpda, with only one
letter E of acceptance, and the only s-transition E^e. To every automaton
M in Co, we associate a grammar GM satisfying:
(a)3EiE^e
(b) G — { (E, e)} is a simple grammar, Le,

G-{(E,

E)}

C=

(N-

{E})XT.N*

(A-+aa A A-+a§ A aeT) => (a=p).
Such a grammar G will be called a simple extended grammar. We defïne

the language of the terminal words u such that u E is a left factor of a word
generated by G from ot. Hence, the language L (M) accepted by an automaton
M=(X, A, A09 {E}) in Co is equai to T(GM, Ao). The équivalence problem
for Co, then for C, is directly reducible to the decidability of the équivalence
~ G on N* for every simple extended grammar G, with a ~G p iff
T(G, OL)=T(G, p). We must be careful to distinguish the équivalence ~ G
from the équivalence =G óf the generated languages, defmed in the above
section. Furthermore, the previous algorithm can be used for deciding a = G P
for every simple extended grammar G, because a =G P iff a [s/E\ =Go P [s/£]
where a[s/£] is the result of substituting e for E in a, and
Go = {(A, a [E/E\) \AGOL A A^E] is a simple grammar.
In the sequel, G is a simple extended grammar, and E is the non-terminal
of G such thàt E ->- e. Before defining a décision procedure for a ~G p, we
need an opération of simplification on non-terminal words. We partition 'N:
N^ = {A e N | L (G, A) = 0) the set of non-terminals of infinité valuation,
Nf = N—N(X} the set of non-terminals of finite valuation,
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and define

We simplify every non-terminal word a in the non-terminal word [a] in three
steps: take the greatest prefix of a belonging to NJ. (N^ \J { e}), then suppress
the greatest suffix in N%, and fmally replace the maximal factors of E2 E*
by E, Then a ~ [a] and we dénote by [N*] = {[oc] | a e N*} the set' of simplified
non-terminal words.
To décide whether a ~ P, we define a branching algorithm as in Section 2,
which develops a tree, with a root labelled by (a, P), by means of three
transformations TA, TB and Tc. The opération TA of left parallel dérivation
is the mapping of N* x N* in the power set of iV*-x N* defined by

and for every a and P in [N*] by
^ ( a , P) = {(e,e)}

if a = p = £

TA(aL,$)=TA(y98)

if a = Ey

and

p=

, (3y, a ^ a y A [y]/e)o(3S, p-^aS A [S]#e))
ï^(a, P)={(y, 5 ) | 3 a e r 5 a ^ a y A p ^ a ô }

otherwise.

Let us define TB. To every non-terminal A in A^/5 we associate a word Val (y4)
in L(G, A) of minimal length. To every pair (A, E) of non-terminals in
Nf — { E}, we associate the foliowing set:
A

A=

where ->/e is the leftmost rewriting step according to G, i. e.
G

uA$-+leua$

for every ueTg, (^-^

G

Given a non-terminal word a, we write { ot ) for the greatest suffix of a
whose first letter is not E, and set Ea = E if the first letter of a is E, else
Ea = s. Then a ~ Ea(a} and for every (y, e), (5, 8)GDif(^4, E), we have
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{

(2, « ya >, < p » ) } if there exists (y, e) e Dif (A9 E)
TB (A a, B P) = r B (B p, ^4 a) otherwise.
The opération Tc is another cutting opération, complementary to TB. It is
defined directly in the algorithm and dépends on a relation S computed
during the building of the tree. We apply TB-, Tc, TA in this order, exeept for
the first pair obtained by TB which is developed by TA. The tree is again
expanded in preorder (by lexicographie order on the nodes). The base cases
of the recursion o n y ^ ô are the following :
1) y = 8: the équivalence is true
) TA{y, S) = 0: the équivalence is false

2

3) [y](l)^[8](l) A ([y] = s v [8] = 6 v y(l) = £ v S(l) = £): the équivalence
is false.
The algorithm is formally described below. Considering that all halting
cases must succeed for the équivalence to be true, we stop the exécution as
soon as we meet a failing case. Before developing a pair, we reduce it
according to another relation R computed during the building of the tree.
procedure Décide (a, p) {R and S are global variables initialized to the empty set}
(a) We compute an irreducible pair of (a, P) occording to R then we
suppress the greatest possible left common factor.
P then
a <- an irreducible word reduced from a according to R
p <- an irreducible word reduced from p according to R
(a, P)-([a],[p])
if a ^ P A oc(l) = p(l)then
(Vy, Xb) <r- (a, P) with \X\ max. such that y ( l ) # £ and
(o,P)«-(Y,ô)
endif
endif
(b) We test if (a, P) is trivially non equivalent
if oc(l)#P(l) A (a(l), p(l)} n{e, E}^0
(c) Transformation of the current node.
if a ^ P then
(A p, BT\) +- (a, P) with letters A and B
if A, BeNf and Dif (A, B)^0 then
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{we develop by TB: the first pair obtained is stored in R and then developped

(a,p)<-(Y,ô)for(l,(Y,8))ee
ö'-^(a, P)
ifa(l)=p(l)thena,
p) <- (a(l)E, a(l)) endif
y{(P)}
{}
Each right hand side a in R is replaced by one of its normal forms a l R
if Q' = 0 then Halt (failure) else
for every (y, ö) e Q' do Décide (y, Ô) endfor
endif

Décide (y, 5) with (2, (y, 8)) e g
else
if there exists (Ay, BfyeSyjS'1
A Ey = Ep A E^E^ then
{ we update S then we develop by Tc}
if y < P then X <- y else X <- p endif
if 5
then \i <- 5 else M- <- r[ endif
S ^ S-{(Ay, B8\ (B8y Ay)})U {(AXy Bil)}
Décide (p, y)
Décide (r|, ö)
else
{the current label is stored in S then developed by TA}
S S U { ({}P ) }

<h

6-^(oc, P)

tf 2 = 0 then Halt (failure) else
for every (y, 5) e Q do Décide (y, ô) endfor
endif
endif
endif
endif
endprocedure

Figures C and D describe the exécution trees of the algorithm where
the nodes are labelled by the calling parameters of the procedure Décide.
Let us consider the following grammar:
G= {(A, à), (A9 bA\ (B, aD), (B, b), (C, aBBA\ (C, bQ, (Z>, aED), (D, bED\ (E, e)}.
/ ={i4, B, C, E}; NaQ = {D}; N0 = {A}.
The algorithm applied to (AAD, CD) builds the following tree:

(AAD, CD)

X

V

(C, ABBA)
(BBAD, AD)
(BBA, BBA) (C, ABBA) (DBAD, D) {BAD, AD)

i

ï

^

^

(ABB, ABB) (D, D) (AD, BAD) (A D)
(A D) (AD, AD)
Then AAD~CD, R={(C, ABBA)} and S={(BAD, AD)}.
Figure C. — An équivalence case.
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Let the following simple grammar:

G= {(A, a), (A, bAEA), (B, aE), (B, bB), (C, bBQ, (E, e) }.
We have N,= {A, B, E}; Nœ = {C}; N0 = 0.
The algorithm applied to (A, C) builds the following tree:

(AEA, BC)

X

V
(EA;EQ

iAEÂSA',"BCj

i

^

^

O e) (EAEA,
EÂ) (C, Q
(£,£)(A, (e,
(AEA.A)
(AE, A)

(A, e)

Then A is not equivalent to C, R= {{AE, A)} and S= {{A, C), (AEA,

BQ}.

Figure D. - A non-equivalence case.

Furthermore, for clarity, the first pair obtained by a transformation TBi
which is not a calling parameter, is added to the tree. Finally, if the réduction
step changes the pair (oc, p) then the reduced pair is added to the tree.
Opérations TA, TB, Tc and the réduction are represented respectively by one,
two, three lines, and an arrow.
Let us show that this algorithm décide the équivalence ~ .
3.1: The algorithm Décide (a, |3) is well defined, always stops,
and returns failure if and only if we do not have a ~ p.
PROPOSITION

To prove Proposition 3.1, we will establish basic properties of ~ in
relation to transformations. First, let us notice that the mapping TA is valid
in the following sense:
A(a,

p)cz ~ .

To iterate mapping TA, we extend it to each subset Q of TV* x A^* as follows:
TA (g) -0
if it exists (a, p) e Q, TA (a, p) = 0
TA ( 0 = {fr, V) 13 (a, p) e g, (X, \L) e TA (a, p)} in the other case.
The study of the équivalence of a couple by itération of TA is expressed by
the lemma below.
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LEMMA

3.2: oc~ (3oV«, TA(a, P ) / 0 .

Proof: =>: By induction on n and validity of TA.
<=: If a is not equivalent to p then there exists a word u of minimal length
belonging to only one of the languages T(G, a) and T(G, P). By symmetry
of a and P, we can suppose that ue T(G, ot)— T(G, P). Let v be the greatest
prefix of u such that there exists beN* with p ->g vb. If v — u then by
définition of u9 TlAul+l(a, P) = 0 else |v| < |w|and TAvl+1(a, P) = 0 .
•
Lemma 3.2 gives a semi-decision procedure for the non équivalence.
We say that a binary relation R on iV* is closed by TA if 0^ TA (R) <= R.
COROLLARY

3.3: Every relation closed by TA transformation, is included

in ~ .
Proof: If 0^TA (R) £ R then by induction onn, 0^TA(R)
Lemma 3.2, R ç ~ .
•

^ R and by

Compared to the relation =, the difficulty in studying ~ is that ^ is not
a congruence and is not simpiifiable (for the concaténation). For instance,
with G = {(A, aE), (B, aEQ, (C, a), (E, s)}, we have A~ B but not
^4^4 ~ .0^4. Nevertheless and taking = into account, Lemma 3.4 gives for ~
some closure conditions and right simplification.
LEMMA

3.4: Given non-terminal words a, p, y, the followingproperties hold:

(i) if a ~ P fAe« yoc ~ yP
(ii) ifya

~ yP andyeNj

then ( a > ^ <P>

(iii) /ƒ a ~ P and a = P /Ae« ay ^ Py
(iv) ?ƒ ay ~ Py and a = P a«<^ y (1) # £ ^^TÎ a ^ p.
Proof Let us show (iii). Let a ~ p such that oc=p, and let us consider u
in T(G, ay). We distinguish the two following cases:
Case 1;

ue T(G, a).

As

T(G, *)=T(G, p) £ T(G, Py)5

we

have

Case 2: U$T(G9OL). SO it exists u'eL(G, a) and u"eT(G, y) such that
u'u" = u. Consequently ueL(G, P), then u = u'u"eT(G, Py).
So T(G, ay) <= T(G, Py) and in a symmetrie way, we have ay ~ py.
The other proofs follow the same path. •
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So we restrict the rewriting according to a binary relation R on iV* to the
relation => defined for every non terminal words oc and P by:
ot=> P if and only if there exist X, \ieN* and (y, S)eR such that a = À/yji
and P = À,ô|i and (if ju ^ e then y = 8).
We write o the symmetrie closure of =>, and o the reflexive and transitive
R

R

R

closure of <=>. The équivalence o is not closed by right concaténation, and
therefore is not a congruence. Nevertheless, we can retake the notion of
self-proving relation defined by Courcelle [3]: a binary relation R on [TV*] is
selfproving if 0 ^ TA (R) £ <s>.
R

In the same way as Lemma 2.4, Proposition 2.5, and Corollary 2.6, we
have the results below.
LEMMA

3.5: Given a binary relation R on [TV*] such that TA(R)^0,

we

have
S

with S = R{JTA (R).

3.6: A relation R is self-proving if and only if <=> is closed

PROPOSITION

R

by transformation TA.
COROLLARY

3.7: Every self-proving relation is included in ~.

As transformation TA, the mapping TB restricted to the non-terminal
words, is valid.
PROPOSITION

3.8: For ail non-terminal and non empty words a and p such

Proof: Let us consider the non terminal words A a and B$ such that
(y, £)eDif(>4, B). Let us show that

is included in ~ if and only if A a ~ B p.
As a ~ Ea { a >, we have by Lemma 3.4 (i) ya ~ y isa ( a ).
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Furthermore <y£' a <(a>) = < yE^} <a>, so we get the following property
(1):
<ya>^<Y£a><a>.

(1)

(i) Suppose that Aa~B$.
By Lemma 3.2, we get < y a > ~ < p > . By
Lemma 3.4, we have ^ < y a > - BE$( p> - Bp - Aa ~ AE^a)
and
with (1), we get BE^(yEa) <a> - AE a <a>. As A = By, we get by
Lemma 3.4 BE$<yEa> - AEa. Finally r B ( ^ o t ; 5 | } ) c
(ii) Suppose that TB(Aa, B$) a ~ . So with (1) and Lemma 3.4, we get

We are left with the study of the transformation Tc. For this, we need the
following lemma.
LEMMA 3.9: Given non terminal words a and p of N* such that ~~i (a = p),

ifccy ~ Py and otS ~ pô and Ey = Eh then y ~ 5.

Proof: (i) Suppose that oc ~ ya, P ^ yP and < y > #8, we show that a ~ p.
From Lemma 3.4, the relation ~ is closed by left concaténation, then a ~ y'a
and P - y£p for every integer i. Let UGT(G, ot). As T(G, a)=T(G, y1u ' + 1 a)
and < y > ^ e , we have ue T(G, y | u | + 1 ) g T(G, y 1 " 1+1 p)= T(G, p). By symmetry of a and P, it follows that a ^ p.
(ii) Suppose that ay ^ Py, aô ~ pô and Ey = Eb with oc, pe JV^ such that
L(G, a)^L(G, P). We show that y ~ 8. There exists a minimal word u
belonging to only one of the languages L(G, a) and L(G, P). Without loss
of generality, we can suppose ueL(G, a)-L(G, P).
Either there exists XeAT* such that p ^guX and <X,> / e . By hypothesis
and by Lemma 3.2, we get < y > ~ < Xy ) and < 8 > ~ < A,8 >. From property
(1) in the proof of Proposition 3.8, it follows that <y>^<^£' Y ><y> and
< 8 > ~ < ? i £ s > < 8 > . As£ y = £ 5 andby(i), <y> - <ô> then y - 8.
Or y, 8 G N% hence y ^ 8.

•

Let us show that the équivalence ~ is closed by Tc.
PROPOSITION

3.10: Given A a, J?P, Ay, BSe[N*] such that A,
Diff (A, B) = 0 ,

Ea = Ey

and

BeN-{E},

£ p = E,,

if A a ~ B p and A y ~ B 8 ?/ïe« a ~ y and P ^ 8.
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Proof (i) If AeN^ or BeN^ then by symmetry, we can suppose that
. As Aa, Aye[N% we have a = y = s, therefore B$ ~ A ~ Bb. If
then P = 8 = e else by Lemma 3.4, we have ((3> ~ <8>, and E$ = Eb,
we get P ~ 8.
(ii) If AeNf and BeNf then we consider the two following cases:
Case 1: there exists A,eiV* such that A^gVa\(B)X

or £-^ValO4)À,. By

symmetry of ^4 and i?, we can suppose that A:-+g Val(i?) X. As Dif (A, B)= 0 ,
we have ^i (A=BX). From Lemma 3.2, we get < Xa ) ~ < P ) and
( Xy ) ^ ( S ). We have the two following subcases:
Either \$NJ then < P > ~ < 8 >, hence P ~ 8 , so Aa~ Ay and by
Lemma 3.4, a ~ y.
Or XeNJ then by property (1) in the proof of Proposition 3.8, we get

and
So by Lemma 3.9, we have < a ) ^ <y>, hence a ~ y , so i?P~i?S and
by Lemma 3.4, P ^ 8.
Case 2: on the contrary of Case 1, we have a, P, y, §eN^ hence
a = P = y=:8 = s. In particular a ~ y and P ~ 8. •
The décision algorithm constructs a fundamental relation R, that is to say
a binary relation on N* verifying the following conditions:
(a) Dom OR) ^N[JN.{E}
and Im(R) E (N-{E}).N*
(b) R is irreducible: lm (R) O N*. Dom (R) .N* = 0
(c) R is functional: if ai? p and a R y then P = y.
LEMMA

3.11: Given a fundamental relation R,
#R ^ 2. #N and -• is affinité termination.

Proof Let R be a fundamental relation. From conditions (à) and (b) of
the définition, every dérivation according to R from a non-terminal word a
is of length at most |a|, so -> is of fmite termination. Moreover by (a) and

(cl #R = #Dom(R) ^ 2 . #V

•

N o w , we can establish Proposition 3 . 1 .
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Proof of Proposition 3 . 1 : Let us consider the séquence (a£, Pi5 Rh *S£)^0 of
successive calling parameters of the procedure Décide applied to (ot, P) where
(ao? Po) = (a> P) a n d ^ O= ^O = 0 Ï anc * s u c n t n a t if s t e P ( ö ) (°f réduction) of
the algorithm applied to (a£s P^) gives a couple (X, ji) distinct to (oc£, p£), then
(a i + 1 , p i + 1 , * £ + 1 , S f + 1 ) - ( X , n, *,, 5,).
(i) By induction on z, we verify that i?£ is fondamental, and that St is a
binary relation on (JV— {E}). Af* such that
if ^4A, 5 £ i?|i and ^4 p S£ 5 r | and Ex = Ep and E^E^ then ^ = p and |i = r[So there is only a finite number of nodes (ot£, P£) expanded by TA. So much
holds for TB. Let z0 be the greatest integer i such that (a£, P{) has been
expanded by TA. For every i>iö such that (a£, P£) has been expanded by Tc,
we have one of the two following cases:
«S i + x» < «St» where « R » is the sum of the |X| + | ja| for (X, \i)eR
or
Si+1 = St and for every (X, \x)e Tc(<xiy p£), m a x ( | X\. | |a|)<max(| a £ |, | p £ |).
So the total number of nodes developed by Tc is finite, Finally, the séquence
(a£, P£, Rt!) Si)i>0 is finite. Hence, the algorithm Décide is well defïned and
always stops.
(ii) if a ~ P then, using Lemma 3.2 and Propositions 3.8 and 3.10, we
show by induction on z^O that at ~ p£. Then the algorithm does not return
a failure.
(iii) Let us suppose that the algorithm does not return a failure and we
show that oc~p. So OLP=$P where p is the last index of the séquence
(a£, Pj, Rt St). We add to N0 a new symbol $, and we consider the canonical
relation
S={(EE9 E)}[J(AB,A)\AeNOD A

BeN}U{(A$9$)\AeN0}.

So, for every non terminal word a, [a] $ is the canonical form of a $ according
to 5. Given a binary relation- T on N*9 we write T $ = { y $ , S$)|y T 5 } . We
want to show that the relation R = S U Rp U Sp $ is self-proving. By induction
on z^/7, we establich the following inclusion (1):
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Let Q be the set of pairs expanded by TA obtained as the first pair of a TB
transformation. Then RBF <= <-> = o. As the algorithm does not return a
Rp

faüure, TA(Q)^0

Q

and from (1), P = Q \J TA(Q) g -4. From Lemma 3.5,
.R

0^TA(RP) £ -f £<>.
Let us show that 0 ^ TA (Sp $) <= o . Let AX S B\y. Let us consider the
following set /:

By inverse induction on iel
and for (AXti B\ii) = (ai, (3^)
(^4^-, 2*0.,-) = ^ , a^), we have the following property (2):
X$o^!f

and

\i $ 4 ^ $.

R

or

(2)

R

Let z0 be the smallest integer in L So (aio, piQ) has been expanded by 7^,
then

Let (yX, 6 ^ ) € ^ ( ^ ^ 5[i). Then (y^0> §\iio)eTA(AXio,

B^)

and with (1),

yA,f $4ôHi $. It follows with (2) that y^$<i>ô(i$. So
R

R

p $)
R

Furthermore

TA(S) = {(s, s)}\JTA({A,

A)\AeNm}),

hence 0 # T^ (5) c 4 .
Finally 0^TA(R)

a <^>5 z.e. i? is self-proving, a n d from Corollary 3 . 7 ,
-R
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From this inclusion and Property (1), we infer in particular a o $ ~ p o $,
hence a ~ p. •
Let us evaluare the complexity of the algorithm applied to a pair of
non-terminals. Dénote by n the size of G, let v = max{v(A)\AeNf
} be the
finite valuation of G, and || G || = max { | y | | 3 y 4 , ^ ^ y } t h e maximum length
of the right hand sides of G. The total numbers of pairs developed by TA is
at most 2(#7V)2, and the same holds for the number of pairs developed by
TB. So the maximum length of the calling parameters of the algorithm is in
O(m) where m = (#N)2. || G\\ .v. Hence the total number of pairs developped
by Tc is O(#N2 ,m), and the same bound holds for the number of pairs in
the tree. The cost of transformation TA is O(#T.rri). From the complexity
of the former algorithm, the cost of transformation TB is
O(m+ #T. #N. || G || .v). The cost of transformation Tc is O (tri). The construction of relation S is O(#N2.m2), The construction of relation R is
O(#N2.v).
The cost of a réduction is O (m), hence the total cost of a
réduction is O(#N2,m2) or O(ns .v2). Finally, the complexity of the algorithm applied to non-terminals, is O(n8. v2). As the valuation v is O( || G\\*N)
or O (nn), we finally get the following theorem.
3.12: The équivalence problem of stateless dpda is decidable by
an algorithm of complexity O (n8. v2) or O (nn) where n is the size of the
compared automata, and v is the greatest finite valuation of the stack letters.

THEOREM

Probably, the complexity O (n8. v2) may be improved. But contrary to the
way of thinking [3], the aim of this paper was to get a polynomial complexity
in the size n and the finite valuation v to décide on the équivalence problem
for stateless dpda.
APPLICATION

The algorithm in Section 3 allows also to décide effïciently the équivalence
of monadic recursive program schemes. Recall that a recursive program
scheme S, or simply a scheme, on a graded alphabet F and an enumerable
set V—{vu . . ., vn, . . . } of variables is a finite set of ru\esf(v1:> . . ., vn)->t,
where ƒ is a member of F of arity n and t \s a term on F U { ^ 5 - * -, vn},
satisfying the following conditions :
(i) S is functional: f{vu . . . ,vn) -» t and f(vl9 . . ., vn) -> t' imply t= t'
(ii) S is in Greibach form: f(vl3 . . ., vn) -> t imply t~g(tu.. . ., tm) and
g(vx, . . ., vm) is not a left member of S.
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Dénote by N(S)={f\3n3t,f(vl9
. . ., vn) -» t} the set of definedfunctions of
S, and T(S) the subset of F—N(S) of base functions used by £. The solution
of a scheme in a term / on i 7 U V is the unfolded tree S™ (t) defined recursively
as follows:
S00 (0 = t

if f e K or f e F (with arity zero)

sr(t)=f(sr(t1)i...9sr(ti)
if *=ƒ(*!, . . ., O"

if / = ƒ ( / , , . . . , o
and

and /^;v(5)

/(i>lf ...,!>„)-> /'.

We say that two terms t and t' are equivalent according to a scheme 5 if
they have the same solution, L e, S00 (t) = 500 (t'). A scheme S is called monadic
if it uses a unique variable v, i. e. ail rules are of the form f(v) -> *. A scheme
5 is reduced if the solution 5 e0 (/(^ x , . . ., u„)) of every defined function f
has a finite branch.
The équivalence problem for the monadic reduced schemes without constant base function (of arity zero), is linearly reducible [4] to the équivalence
problem for the simple grammars, which can be décide efficiently by the
algorithm of Section 2. Similarly, we will reduce linearly the decidability of
the équivalence for monadic schemes to the équivalence problem for stateless
dpda.
We take two terms s and t with v as unique variable, but not equal to v.
They are equivalent according to a monadic scheme S if and only if A and
B are equivalent in the new System S' = S U { A (y) -» s9 B{v)^t)
where A
and B are two new symbols. The new System S' is monadic and functional.
Even if it entails the rewriting of s and / according to 5, we can suppose
that 5" is also in Greibach form. Then it is a monadic scheme. We want to
put 5" in Greibach normal form, Le. if f(v) ->g(tu . . ., tm) then the t^s are
terms on N(S') U { v }, and such that A (v) and B (v) are equivalent according
to *S" if and only if they are equivalent according to S. We replace each
constant a by a filiform infinité tree (a')00 by substituting a" (v) to a in ail
the rules of S, and adding a rule a"(v) -> a' (a" (v)). Then we rename some
subterms and add new rules to transform the scheme into a scheme S"
monadic and in Greibach normal form, such that S" °° (A(v)) = S"co (B(v))
if and only if Sœ (A (v)) = S* (B (v)).
Finally, to every monadic scheme 5 in Greibach normal form, and to every
function A defined by S, we associate the stateless dpda defined below:
(a) the input alphabet is {(g, i)\geT(S) A 1 ^ / ^ arity (g)},
(b) the stack alphabet is N(S) U {E} where E is the bottom stack letter,
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(g

-i)

(c) the transitions are all the rules of the form ƒ I— t{ (l^i^m)

when

(d) the axiom is A
(e) the acceptance test is the présence of any letter on the top of the stack.
This automaton recognizes all partial branches of the unfolded tree Sœ (A).
Now such a tree is characterized without ambiguity by the set of its partial
branches. To compare S°° (A) with S™ (B), we are brought back to test the
équivalence of two stateless dpda. As a resuit, we can décide the équivalence
of monadic schemes by the help of an algorithm of polynomial complexity
in the length of description and the finite valuation, where the finite valuation
of a scheme S is the greatest finite valuation of the defined functions (the
valuation of a defined function is the shortest length of the branches of its
solution tree),
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